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Summary
The convergence of Real World Assets (RWA) and ReFi (Regenerative
Finance) has the potential to solve many of the world's biggest
problems and change the world for the better by aligning
incentives to create desired ecological and social outcomes.

At the core of these two emerging trends, RWA and ReFi, are
cooperation, coordination, governance, ownership, transparency,
interoperability, composability, scalability, speed, and
longevity.  But despite enormous possibilities, there have been
and will be growing pains.

Here is a look at the Opportunities and Challenges of RWA for
ReFi based on my active participation and observations across 50+
DeFi, DAO, TradFi, ReFi, and web3 projects over the last year.
The reader will note that for every Opportunity there is a
Challenge and vice versa but in these gaps lie the potential to
create a new world.
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Background
This summary assumes the reader has a basic understanding of DeFi
(Decentralized Finance), RWA (Real World Assets) and ReFi
(Regenerative Finance). Good quick resources:

- DeFi on Ethereum
- An Unreal Primer on RWA sponsored by Polygon
- What Is Regenerative Finance (ReFi)? by Kevin Owocki &

Evan Miyazono

RWA has a varied and broad definition depending on perspective:
equity and debt (both commercial and consumer), treasuries, real
estate, fiat currency, yield bearing products, receivables,
commodities, stocks, bonds, insurance contracts, gold, minerals,
water, electricity, futures, carbon, natural capital, social
impact, impact certificates, renewable energy credits, etc.
Notable RWA projects in DeFi are MakerDAO, Centrifuge/Tinlake,
Mattereum, CityDAO and even Coinbase is jumping on the bandwagon.

The main differentiator from DeFi is that ReFi projects all aim
to have a measurable positive social and/or environmental impact,
not just make money.  The ReFi model is one of renewal and
regeneration rather than extraction and depletion.

The basis of this summary was interviewing, participating in,
tinkering with, observing, and tracking 50+ projects in the RWA
and ReFi space in addition to numerous crypto-curious climate and
traditional projects.  This publication is not intended to be a
deep dive of RWA, ReFi or each project.  It is an exploration of
the ideation, experimentation, and the real work and building
that is happening across the globe as well as a look at the
potential and possibilities.
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Research was completed by me, Thomas Morgan aka TMO. I have a 20
year career in commercial and investment real estate completing
over $1.5B of deal volume in 40+ US states.  In 2015, I saw the
potential of crypto, blockchain and DAO's for real estate but
also for environmental and social impact.  The convergence of the
climate crisis and the pandemic in 2020 created fertile ground
for me to combine my professional experience and technical
knowledge with my love for nature, rivers, ecosystems and
biodiversity.  While the path has been circuitous, it has
intersected with climate finance, natural capital, real estate,
law, carbon removal, web3, art, blockchain and of course ReFi;
all which led to this report.

Specific Projects are listed below.  Interviews can be found on
Youtube, Spotify and Apple.  More details and insights are
available upon request.  I am available to discuss and expand on
this via audio/video any time.

The work was made possible by The Climate Collective which is a
coalition of stakeholders leveraging trusted, sustainable web3
infrastructure to unlock innovative and verifiable climate action
at scale. The summary is brought to you by basin.global, Basin is
scaling climate, carbon and nature project development for
climate resilience.

Special thanks to Nirvaan and Craig at the Climate Collective for
their support of the project as well as their gracious
understanding of delays.  Also thank you to the collaborators
referenced above and the countless people who put up with my
questions and pestering.
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Opportunities
- The biggest opportunity may be to create an entirely new

system of distributed asset ownership and governance based
on regenerative finance principles.

- Without exception "every" ReFi project aims to create real
world positive impact. Many projects actually prioritize the
impact more so than making money.

- RWA standards and adoption will speed up climate and nature
project development. I.e. ERC-4626 Vaults; RWAC Open
Standards; basinStack; Silvi Reforestation Protocol

- Transparency, interoperability, composability, governance
are not just buzzwords, they are core tenets.

- Fractional shares and money legos of both real world assets
and their derivatives opens up numerous new products and
service offerings. i.e. impact certificates, micro-carbon
credits, ecological assets, dMRV, smart contract wills and
bequests, data pools, and much more

- Global resources, local action: global funding and input for
local on the ground projects jointly managed and governed by
global and local contributors; i.e. SolidWorld forward
carbon financing, Celo mobile first blockchain, Angry
Teenagers NFT

- Organizing communities, supply chains, and economies by
bioregion / ecoregion / watershed rather than geopolitical
and nation-state boundaries; i.e. Kolektivo and Astral
Protocol GeoNFT; Bioregional Blockchain PermaCommons

- Ground up ownership and governance rather than top down
- Clearing up rightful land ownership and colonial wrongs;

i.e. Mercy Corps Ventures portfolio companies Suyo and
Meridia;
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- Application of old business models in new ways i.e. money
creation, asset ownership, real estate leasing, real estate
title industry i.e. TaterDAO land title TATR’s

- Open standards will scale the market
- Legal protections and entity wrappers i.e. Kali DAO
- Scaling and rewarding the wisdom of the crowd.
- Expanding the Commons and Public Goods on-chain in

perpetuity creates a new ownership and stewardship paradigm.
- MRV (Measurement, Reporting & Verification) and ground

truthing to support value claims i.e. Shamba, deMeter, TIA,
Orgo, Open Forest Protocol (OFP)

- Deep Science integration; i.e. genomes, eDNA, bioacoustics
- Open Data, Data Sovereignty, Data as a Service
- Connection and reconciliation of handheld, IoT, remote

sensing, and satellite data collection
- Fractionalization / tokenization as a deliberate solution

i.e. coordinating tribal lands rights; blocking oil and gas
development; group governance and decision making

- Lower transaction costs i.e. LexDAO Legal Engineering; Layer
2 Scaling

- Debt and equity products on-chain i.e. “green” versions of
Yearn, Aave, NFTfy

- Insurance products i.e. parametric crop insurance, Athena
Protocol and dClimate data; bespoke NexusMutal insurance
pools

- Philanthropy being reimagined with donors not so focused on
tax benefits but other rewards such as social recognition,
proof of impact, and bonus upside i.e. POAPs; AirDrops

- NFT's as access, utility, ownership, and flow of value NOT
“just a jpg”

- Rights of Nature and Locus Standi: i.e. Interspecies Money;
.basin perpetual purpose trusts for species
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- Data Oracles tied to Digital Twins and IRL on the ground
projects; i.e. Digital Gaia

- Financial innovation i.e. Spirals “green money” with yield
differential going to climate projects.

- Incorporation of Artificial Intelligence and Active
Inference into carbon and ecocredit design and claims; i.e.
Regen Network and Dovu / HBAR

- The World Economic Forum is looking for MRV solutions and
the White House is talking about “Data Sharing and
Interoperability” in the draft U.S. System of Natural
Capital Accounting.  The tools and systems being developed
in ReFi are a natural solution for many mainstream
initiatives.
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Challenges
- Naming:  RWA "Real World Assets" needs a new name. This is

all “real world”.  Even DeFi is becoming more real world
with the exception of highly speculative trading.

- Education around law and real estate: many projects have
little knowledge or guidance on legal issues. ReFi Projects
have to be legally linked to the existing legal system or
they are at risk.

- Almost all climate and nature projects require real estate
or some kind of land permitting / use agreement.  Without
legal right and title to a project the project, investors
and stakeholders are at risk.

- Despite best intentions to heal and regenerate the earth,
many projects lack a business model.  Solid business models
are required to access investment but more so for
sustainable long term growth.

- Many projects do not understand what methodologies are and
the scientific rigor that is needed to create and mint high
quality carbon, ecological and impact assets.

- Stable coin or other “land backed” tokens putting land and
ecosystems at risk and subject to “bank runs” or creditor
claims.

- Decision point considerations of when it makes sense to put
a real world asset on-chain and/or when to keep it or take
it off-chain.

- Fractionalization at the asset title level rather than units
or shares at the entity level could “brick” or lock assets.

- Multi / cross jurisdiction is going to get messy.
- Regulatory / securities risk is real.
- Technological risk i.e. chain maximalism; "one winner" or

“winner take all” risk; wallet and private key risk
- Public perceptions of blockchain, crypto and web3
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- Commons and Private Ownership juxtaposition - both have
their place

- On/off ramps: fiat to crypto to fiat
- Banking risk - i.e. being de-banked due to crypto

involvement
- Volatility and liquidity
- Privacy, identity, KYC, AML
- DAO's have potential but are ripe with issues
- Financial capital having too much say/power over social and

natural capital
- Tax and accounting issues
- On the ground management and oversight
- Theft and bad actors - i.e. CeFi: FTX / SBF
- Dispute resolution
- Communication tools and information overload i.e. having to

use multiple tools like discord / telegram / snapshot is
cumbersome

- web3 / ReFi echochamber risk - we need to branch out
- Too much investment in infra and "the platform" creates a

risk of recreating the same middleman and gatekeeper world
we have now.

- Trust is still key despite “trustless” systems.  Pseudo and
Anon’s unfortunately diminish trust and credibility.
Self-doxxing may have to be the norm in ReFi / Climate.  We
will most likely need Trust/Escrow smart contracts or
intermediaries for certain things like stolen/lost NFT’s and
property titles.

- Jargon and slang needs to be tempered if we are to scale
adoption
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Moving Forward
- Encourage and support open source projects building in

public, examples:
- Tools like Kali (DAO voting, Wrapper & Keep)
- Syndication experiments like CougarDAO buying a farm

and doing leasehold estates on-chain
- Basin using NFT's as yield bearing "bank accounts" or

"pensions", "permanent endowments", "perpetual purpose
trusts" for every place and species on earth.

- Ogallala Life doing real on the ground landscape
rehydration projects.

- Regen Network creating community owned and governed
infrastructure for carbon and ecological assets.

- Support "tool makers" like TIA Eco Labs putting people to
work in ReFi and dMeter, Fix6, Shamba, Orgo for MRV tooling

- Create bespoke products to attract "agnostic and indifferent
capital" into ReFi.  RWA helps by grounding this in “assets”
or as ImpactAlpha says: "Come for the returns, stay for the
Impact" i.e. climate.lease

- Create more institutional grade products and opportunities
for large organizations not just consumers i.e. Polygon
Enterprise Playbook; Klima Infinity

- More toolkits and checklists to speed up project
implementation.  Projects don't have to create everything
from scratch themselves. I.e. Regen Registry; basinStack

- Workshops, clinics and events like the ones provided by
LexDAO, ReFiSpring, ReFi Summit, ReFi Barichara, and ReFiDAO

- Cross pollination with non web3 / blockchain communities
i.e. Mercy Corps Ventures, Global Regeneration CoLab, and
AirMiners Carbon Removal as well as being active on
LinkedIn.
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- Support open standards like Regen Registry, Real World Asset
Consortium, basinStack and those with github repositories.

- Move outside the privileged mostly caucasian groups and
interface with BIPOC, indigenous peoples, global south
and/or historically marginalized groups

- Focus on and convey the end benefit, cost savings, and
efficiencies of the technology rather than the type or
specifics of technology.  Keep web3 / blockchain “under the
hood”.

- Work with mainstream organizations and corporations who
already see the value in blockchain technology. i.e. WEF
Crypto Sustainability Coalition or Forbes Blockchain 50

- Focus more on supply and asset creation rather than
infrastructure.  Infra is nothing without high quality
supply.

- Measure, Report and Verify.  With 3rd parties but also
yourself.

- Remember that not everything has to be web3 or ob-chain; use
discretion and challenge the when and why.

- Supporting and implementing open science, DeSci and ReSci as
a standard

- Use/fork open protocols such as Gitcoin Grants Protocol for
quadratic funding of public goods

- Keep experimenting and push the edges of what is possible!
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Project List
name description website

TaterDAO
Developing the legal and technical primitives to bring real
estate on-chain https://taterdao.vercel.app/

CougarDAO
Purchasing and managing income generating real estate
on-chain

https://cougardao.substack.com
/

Real World Asset
Consortium (RWAC)

Body of researchers, open-source innovators, legal
engineers, and crypto operators dedicated to advancing the
frictionless composability and decentralized ownership of
real-world assets https://rwaconsortium.com/

ReFiDAO Founder Circles
Accelerating impact for people and the planet using the
power of web3, AI, remote sensing and decentralized science https://www.refidao.com/

LexDAO LexDAO is building the next generation of contracts. https://www.lexdao.coop/

.basin

Scales ecosystem and carbon sink restoration and
conservation using real estate fundamentals to solve the
climate and nature crises https://beta.basin.global/

Ogallala Life

Utilize web3 technologies to design, develop, and implement
sustainable water utilization and farming practices that
optimize the value and productivity of America’s
breadbasket. https://www.ogallala.life/

Ecorise hassle-free Carbon Management Program for Landowners https://www.ecorise.finance

Aspen Valley Land Trust

A community-supported conservation organization, Aspen
Valley Land Trust has conserved over 67 square miles of land
in Western Colorado https://www.avlt.org/
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Pollination / HSBC /
Climate Asset Management

Climate Asset Management was formed in 2020 as a joint
venture of HSBC Asset Management and Pollination, with the
ambition to grow the world’s largest asset management
company dedicated to natural capital

https://pollinationgroup.com/c
limate-asset-management/

Mattereum

The Mattereum Asset Passport links a real world physical
asset to an NFT on the blockchain and backs it with legally
enforceable warranties valid in 170 countries to form a
Trustable NFT https://mattereum.com/

$Earth - SolarpunkDao

Currency backed by real world climate projects in clean
energy, regenerative agriculture, ecosystem conservation and
clean transport. https://solarpunkdao.earth/

Endangered Tokens Own ENT, preserve biodiversity, earn rewards
https://www.endangeredtokens.o
rg/

Charged Particles
Groundbreaking new protocol that lets you put digital assets
inside your NFTs https://www.charged.fi/

Bloom Network

Bloom is an action-based media company. Local Blooms host
events and media to help more people find and participate in
regenerative actions where they live. https://bloomnetwork.earth/

Earth Regenerators /
Barichara / Joe Brewer

Joe Brewer is trying to embody the pathway to Earth
Regeneration. For more than 20 years, I have tried to find
viable ways for humans to avoid extinction.

https://earth-regenerators.mn.
co/members/2711889

Kokonut Network
Kokonut DAO provides eco-friendly regenerative economics,
open-source accounting, and immutable blockchain governance. https://kokonut.network/

ReFi Spring

Events exploring and developing a new movement at the
intersections of web3, regenerative finance, and climate
action https://www.refispring.com/

Gitcoin Alpha / Gitcoin Gitcoin is the community of builders, creators, and https://go.gitcoin.co
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Climate protocols at the center of open web ecosystems

Regen Network

All-in-one science-powered platform that connects investors
and buyers to a growing pipeline of premier-quality
ecological impact projects https://www.regen.network/

AirMiners

AirMiners gathers people who want to build something in
carbon removal and brings them into community with others
who can create with them https://airminers.org/

CityDAO
building an on-chain, community-governed, crypto city of the
future. https://www.citydao.io/

Toucan
Toucan provides carbon infrastructure for Web3 projects,
credit suppliers and corporate offsetting https://toucan.earth/

Klima
Fight climate change and earn rewards with KLIMA, a digital
currency backed by real carbon assets https://www.klimadao.finance/

dMeter
Blockchain technology to give every individual on this
planet access to fair traded quality food

demeter.life (seems to be
dead)

Shamba
Shamba’s MRV solution enables smallholders to undertake
climate action and create carbon credits on their farms. https://shamba.network/

Carbonlink
A better carbon marketplace. Buy, manage, and retire carbon
offsets on the blockchain. https://www.carbonlink.io/

Silvi Protocol
Catalyzing a network for anyone who plants trees to spark
ecological regeneration https://www.silvi.earth/

Climate Sprint: Core
Benefits Label

Helps Climate Investors identify robust climate projects
that appropriately value core benefits alongside carbon http://core-benefits.org/

Mercy Corp Ventures

Mercy Corps Ventures invests in and catalyzes venture-led
solutions to increase the resilience of underserved
individuals and communities

https://www.mercycorps.org/wha
t-we-do/ventures
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SlowDAO

HADCO has developed a framework called an sDAO, which is a
simple process for bringing real world hard assets like
real-estate and IP ‘on chain’ in crypto. https://www.hadco.xyz/

MakerDAO

Dai is maintained and regulated by MakerDAO, a decentralized
autonomous organization (DAO) composed of the owners of its
governance token https://makerdao.com/en/

Centrifuge
The on-chain ecosystem for structured credit; first protocol
to bring real-world assets on-chain https://centrifuge.io/

RedSwan A tokenized commercial real estate marketplace https://redswan.io/

RealT Offers fractional real estate investment in tokenized assets https://realt.co/

Block Explorer Podcast
Hosted by Colin Brightfield & Cash Upton, two friends who
write and speak on all things crypto

https://www.theblockexplorer.c
om/

Ekonavi
Collaborative impact network for sustainable agriculture,
environment and bioconstruction https://ekonavi.com/

LOA Labs Dave Fortson

LOA Labs is the laboratory for better world blockchain. We
work with mission-driven, web3 projects on communications,
community building, governance.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/da
vid-fortson-19692715/

IBC Cosmos

IBC is essential for application-specific blockchains like
the ones in the Cosmos network. It offers a standard
communication channel for applications on two different
chains that need to communicate with each other. https://ibc.cosmos.network/

Ecosapiens

When you mint an Ecosapien, you offset your entire annual
carbon footprint and gain access to our #1 ranked web3
climate community https://www.ecosapiens.xyz/

Frigg Eco
SaaS platform that empowers sustainable infrastructure
developers to issue digital securities in the form of bonds https://www.frigg.eco/
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Angry Teenangers

NFTs built on the eco-friendly blockchain, Tezos. Each NFT
funds the planting of trees on the piece of land it
represents

https://www.angryteenagers.xyz
/

Undo Carbon
We do enhanced rock weathering. We collect data and measure
the carbon we remove. https://un-do.com/

Althea Network Decentralized mesh Internet network for rural communities https://www.althea.net/

build_ cities

Build cities based on shared values, collective ownership,
and human flourishing leveraging the latest technologies and
grassroots community efforts

https://www.buildcities.networ
k/

Terra/Luna
(unfortunately)

Terra blockchain is fully community-owned and built to
enable the next generation of Web3 products and services https://www.terra.money/

Atlantis

Co-Op for Verifiable Climate action.
An ecosystem of digital tools helping individuals and
communities take verifiable climate actions to decarbonize
and build climate resilience. https://www.atlantians.world/

AgroforestDAO
Gamified community of support for those willing to produce
and share tangible and intangible food forest commons. https://rooted-club.web.app/

EthicHub

First Lending protocol for the underserved collateralized
with it´s innovative crowd collateral solution operated by
the Ethix token. https://www.ethichub.com/en/

Medical Claim
Tokenization

MSP Recovery, a $32.6B healthcare reimbursement recovery
industry, is launching a healthcare claims tokenization
platform that will help eliminate fraud and benefit
patients, care providers and insurers alike.

https://polygon.technology/blo
g/msp-recovery-and-tokenology-
choose-polygon-to-tokenize-med
ical-claim

Interspecies Money

"We plan to endow the first digital wallets for orangutans
with the proceeds of the sale of related non-fungible tokens
(NFTs). Every wallet will have scientists and other

https://www.project-syndicate.
org/commentary/digital-wallets
-for-endangered-wild-animals-b
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signatories charged with making decisions in the interests
of the orangutan."

y-jonathan-ledgard-1-and-erik-
meijaard-2021-12

Sovereign Nature
Institute

We develop tools to reconfigure and restore our planet's
ecosystems. https://sovereignnature.com/

Earth Equity Giving nature legal rights

https://anchor.fm/betterworlds
/episodes/Owned-by-Nature-with
-Reggie-Luedtke-e1hkd9t/a-a7qc
9um

Earth Security

Linking global finance with nature's capital. We work with
global leaders and organizations to unlock the value of
nature-based assets for a sustainable future. https://www.earthsecurity.org/

Proof of Elephant The value of Species https://proofofelephant.com/

Regenerative Resources
Company

Ecosystems Services company. *We acquire highly-degraded
land, either by purchase, long-term lease, or in partnership
with landholders (governments, tribes, private owners)

https://regenerativeresources.
co/

RWA Company
RWA Co. assists loan originators and asset managers in
accessing Maker Vaults. https://www.rwa.company/

Fabrica Land

Buy land as a DAO, earn a yield on your property, own
fractions of a property, automate your real estate
portfolio. https://www.fabrica.land/

RoofStock Invest where you want, no matter where you call home https://www.roofstock.com/

LandX

Commodity vaults provide investors an inflation hedged
return backed by a legal contract secured on underlying
farmland. LandX makes commodity vaults available as a liquid
digital asset https://testnet.landx.fi/

ReFi Summit

A gathering of Web3, Technology and Sustainability leaders
to explore the intersection between Web3 and Sustainability
and Impact technologies https://refisummit.org/
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https://anchor.fm/betterworlds/episodes/Owned-by-Nature-with-Reggie-Luedtke-e1hkd9t/a-a7qc9um
https://anchor.fm/betterworlds/episodes/Owned-by-Nature-with-Reggie-Luedtke-e1hkd9t/a-a7qc9um
https://anchor.fm/betterworlds/episodes/Owned-by-Nature-with-Reggie-Luedtke-e1hkd9t/a-a7qc9um
https://www.earthsecurity.org/
https://proofofelephant.com/
https://regenerativeresources.co/
https://regenerativeresources.co/
https://www.rwa.company/
https://www.fabrica.land/
https://www.roofstock.com/
https://testnet.landx.fi/
https://refisummit.org/


Spirals money that heals the planet https://www.spirals.so/

Patagonia Purpose Trust

Perpetual Purpose Trust that was established to protect the
company's purpose-orientation, independence and values. It
holds all voting rights of the company, but no right to
receive dividends. These shares will be held by the Trust in
the long run.

https://www.patagoniaworks.com
/press/2022/9/14/patagonias-ne
xt-chapter-earth-is-now-our-on
ly-shareholder

Bitgreen Blockchain

Bitgreen is an open and permissionless blockchain built to
meet the needs of NGOs, corporate ESG groups, and
purpose-driven innovation in Web3. https://bitgreen.org/

Foundation for
Regeneration

Dedicated to creating meaningful demonstrations that
showcase the promise of Regeneration.

https://regeneration.us/blue-r
iver-valley/

Regen Foundation
empower communities and co-create global systems to achieve
and reward ecological regeneration. https://regen.foundation/

Solar Foundation
Fund & accelerate solar in underserved communities within
emerging markets and developing economies

https://www.solarfoundation.xy
z/

Avano

decentralized community (DAO) that collectively works
towards tokenizing and rewarding green (environmental/
sustainable) actions

https://avano.gitbook.io/avano
/

Celo

decentralized, open-source, mobile-first platform to help
build a carbon negative financial system that creates the
conditions for prosperity for everyone https://celo.org/

Moss CO2

Moss accelerates the changes our planet needs, bringing
forest and technology together to speed up carbon offsetting
all over the globe. https://moss.earth/

SimplexDNA
SimplexDNA builds digital eDNA tokens to better preserve
life on Earth. https://www.simplexdna.com/

Curve Labs

Curve Labs is an innovation network that uses web3 building
blocks to design, develop, and improve digital
organizations. https://www.curvelabs.eu/
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Real World Applications
These are real builds and live use of RWA🤝ReFi. Contact TMO to
add your IRL application.

- Ekonavi Proof of Jaguar: using “camera traps” to “capture”
sightings and movements of species and putting data
on-chain

- .basin place & purpose.  Any place on earth and any species
now have a yield bearing endowment.  Each endowment will
help fund restoration and conservation projects related to
that .basin:

- Species: beaver.basin
- A watershed: magdalena.basin
- Habitat: pin8f26830e559dc2a.basin
- also minted .basin trusts for ecosystems and even

individual trees!
- Ogallala Life Landscape Rehydration Project
- CougarDAO buying and putting a farm on-chain
- Endangered Tokens virtual tree museum with bioacoustics of

the trees
- Regen Marketplace for ecocredits
- Toucan and Klima on-chain carbon credits
- Gitcoin Public Goods Funding
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https://twitter.com/tmoindustries
https://beta.basin.global/purpose/beaver-basin
https://beta.basin.global/place/magdalena-basin
https://beta.basin.global/place/pin8f26830e559dc2a-basin
https://twitter.com/OgallalaLife/status/1623042885061906463?s=20&t=zk3H4BchPiabrdGueLsNAA
https://kali.mirror.xyz/RSKRr9VspdRrp9E3AzWOtRobAwr91Qye6useluRucic

